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WHAT IS DBS?

•Historical context

•Current standard and experimental 
uses

•Characteristics of DBS



THEORETICAL OVERVIEW

Bio-
medicalization

Discourse of 
Technological 

Progress

Neoliberal 
Ableism

Franklin, 1998; Clarke, et al, 2010; Goodley, 2014



PERSONAL ACCOUNTABILITY



“I needed to lighted the load, which has not been

terribly lightened, but I needed to lighten the load of

my lovely caregiver wife, who I owe everything

to…it’s one of those difficult things, where you know

you’re a burden but you don’t know what to do about

it…it’s kind of like, you die and go to heaven and

you’re all upset at God and you tell him and he’s like,

‘Well, what do you mean? I gave you DBS, why didn’t

you try it?...I was just trying to be a better person.”



“If you don’t do self-management, you’re

not going to have a good outcome.”



EMBODIMENT



“One thing that nobody ever mentioned, not

once since I had this is, you know, it actually

hurts sometimes…the disease brings pain and,

you know, nobody is really talking about that

part of it…I don’t know if it’s just by chance or

by, you know, the doctors I had, but, you know,

there are things that nobody told me I might feel

or experience later on.”



“So, yeah, [DBS] was definitely a feeling of control

much more so than any medication that I’d been

taking, just because medication has so very specific

time frames, you know, especially with narcotics,

they only give you a certain amount, so if I’m having

a particularly bad pain episode, there is that

rationale: ‘Well, I could try to take another pill, but I

only have X amount and I’ll have to justify it to a

doctor or I may run out.’”



EPISTEMIC INVALIDATION



“And what really made me mad…i was having

side effects and…I should be seeing my

neurologist. And not be, you know, sentenced

to an area as a guinea pig where they just, in

my opinion, dope you up on pills to see if it

would help your issues, like mental issues that

you’re having, when I knew inside that this was

a side effect from the deep brain stimulation.”



“Because that’s all I wanted to hear from them

was why wasn’t anything said that, “Hey by the

way…you know what, [Interviewee]? After you

had the surgery you might have some side effects,

but that’s just the trade off and there’s nothing

we can do about it.” I probably would have been

totally cool about it. You know, I would’ve been

much more ready for it. So, I didn’t feel like I was

alienated and losing my mind.”
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